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SEASONAL LATITUDE LIMITS OF TRADE WINDS AND .DOLDRUMS
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Antitrade Winds.—As the heated and expanded air of equatorial regions overflows to higher latitudes it, necessarily, is deflected by the rotation of the earth. That portion which goes north changes from an east wind near the equator to a southeast, south, southwest, and, finally, at about latitude 35° N., a more nearly west wind. Similarly, that portion which goes south becomes northeast, north, northwest, and, finally, at about latitude 30° S. a more nearly west wind. These and the following statements apply to average conditions, but, frequently, not to the actual state, since the antitrades are subject to rapid and marked changes. It should be noted also that the antitrades, being counter currents over the trades, necessarily are restricted to the same regions, namely, the semitropical oceans.
At great altitudes, 10 to 15 kilometers, the east to west velocity near the equator is, roughly, 36 meters per second (80 miles per hour). Hence its west to east velocity around the axis of the earth is about 428 meters per second (957 miles per hour). As this air, assuming it to start from the equator and neglecting viscosity effects, moves to higher latitudes its west to east velocity must so increase, according to the law of the conservation of areas, that at about 16° N. or S. its angular velocity will be the same as that of the earth, and itself, therefore, be moving only poleward in the plane of the meridian. The exact latitude, however, at which the antitrades move directly poleward depends upon the position of the thermal equator and therefore varies with the seasons. Thus during August and September, when the center of the doldrums is, roughly, 8° N., the inflection of the northern antitrades occurs somewhere between latitudes 20° N. and 25° N. At other seasons, because the doldrums are then nearer the equator, the place of inflection is also less removed. Beyond the turning point, wherever that may be, these upper or antitrade winds become westerly, and, except as modified by local disturbances, tend, as previously explained, to reach, under the influence of the poleward pressure, a limiting or gradient velocity, and to follow parallels of latitude. However, there are innumerable disturbances, mainly due to the distribution of land and water, that cause constant and abundant interzonal circulation, which feeds and indefinitely main-

